Part 1 - Open to the Public
Part 2 – Closed to the Public

ITEM NO.

REPORT OF STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE
TO Cabinet
ON
Tuesday 28th July 2020

TITLE: Salford Quays – Anti-Social Behaviour
RECOMMENDATIONS:
To note the progress made in respect of the implementation of a crime and antisocial behaviour plan for the Quays
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The report and associated appendices summarise the challenges and actions taken
to address large social gatherings and antisocial behaviour at Salford Quays.
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:
Appendix 1 – Salford Quays report to City Mayor – 6th of June 2020
Appendix 2 – Image of public gathering at Dock 8 on the 25th of June 2020
Appendix 3 – Locations of new Public announcement system
Appendix 4 – Image of new signage
Appendix 5 - VMS Signage Images

KEY DECISION:

NO

DETAILS:
The Quays experiences seasonal variations of social gatherings. During recent
weeks a high number of people have visited the area during periods of good weather
and following further easing of lock down measures. It is during these times of high
visitor numbers that residents have made reports of antisocial behaviour such as
unauthorised swimming, jumping from bridges, associated noise, litter and lack of
social distancing amongst the large groups of people congregating.
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The full report attached, Appendix 1, summarises the challenges and action taken
over recent weeks to address these issues.
The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of the observations made during
the past two weeks and provide an update on the measures in hand to address the
concerns shared by residents.
Recent Concerns
During the weekend of the 12th June, week commencing the 15th and week
commencing the 22nd June warm weather spells resulted in large numbers of visitors
to the Quays. Patrols and CCTV footage indicate that hundreds of people visited the
area at these times, Groups of young people and families visited the areas to sit by
the water and some people engaged in unauthorised swimming.
Groups of young people congregated at Detroit Bridge but not in the numbers
witnessed earlier in the lockdown. In addition, the majority of these people did not
climb to the upper levels of the bridge due to a reapplication of anti climb paint.
Individuals were however witnessed jumping from the lower levels of the bridge.
Additional patrols described below focused upon Detroit Bridge and this may have
displaced some people to other bridges and structures in the Quays area in order to
jump into the water.
Mariners Canal experienced larger groups of young people meeting and jumping
from the bridges which created cause for concern for residents due to noise and
litter.
Two reports have been received relating to speeding vehicles, irresponsible parking
and vehicles parked in the area playing music loudly during the late evening.
During the 25th and 26th of June, patrols noted that the waterside was of full visitors,
the photographs in Appendix 2 indicates the high volume of visitors at Dock 8. It was
a similar picture around the perimeter of Dock 9 and the other water side spaces.
The reopening of the water sports centre on the 10th of June provided an opportunity
to take part in open water swimming sessions. These operated successfully for
several days however on the 25th and 26th of June, the evening sessions were
problematic due to the large number of non-participants in the water and jumping
from the edges of Dock 8, making the organised swim difficult.
The other organised swimming event provided by U Swim at Dock 9 experienced
similar difficulties on these days and concluded the evening sessions early due to
people jumping from the lower level of Detroit Bridge. This posed a risk to those
swimming below.
Community Feedback
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Despite some particularly hot days, the number of complaints submitted by residents
were not as great in number as during the earlier period of lock down when the
weather was equally as pleasant.
This aside, some complaints that were made in recent days suggest that residents
feel that the partnership approach to tackling the issues prevalent in the area are not
addressing the issues to the satisfaction of some complainants.
There is a view that patrols should be directing people to leave the area however
enforcement officers have no powers to do this especially if people are enjoying the
space responsibly. Additionally the volume of visitors indicated in Appendix 2, would
be a challenge to disperse
There is also a feeling that the Quays should benefit from police patrols that are
much greater in scale, more visible and robust in approach. The area is so vast that
patrols may not be visible at all times due to the large area that requires attention.
The Neighbourhood Police team together with council enforcement officers from
Regulatory Services and NSL (car parking and litter enforcement) focus upon the
area during times of good weather however there are occasions when the team have
to address other duties. An example of this occurred on the 25th of June whereby a
serious incident occurred in Ordsall and three crime scenes required police to cease
patrolling the Quays to attend to the incident. The team returned to the Quays later in
the evening.
Some specific questions posed by residents have included when a ‘special and
dedicated police branch’ will be allocated to and based at the Quays.
Actions undertaken
Patrols
Coordinated patrols between GMP, SCC and NSL are now operating during periods
of good weather. Weekly meetings convened by the Neighbourhood Manager ensure
that future weather conditions are considered and patrol plans are put into place.
Patrols take place from the early afternoon with the intention of dispersing groups
before they become unmanageable. This worked well when footfall was lighter
however on other days, this was not possible as people arrived early to enjoy a full
day at the Quays.
Police patrols consist of a minimum of 3 PCSOs and other Neighbourhood Police are
directed to the area as required during times when the weather is good and we
expect the area to be visited by high numbers of people. Police staff have been ring fenced for the weekends and a bid for additional funding to ensure a permanent
dedicated presence at the Quays is being progressed by GMP. This will ensure that
these staff are not detracted to other priorities across the ward.
NSL patrols comprise of two individuals patrolling bridges and two undertaking
parking enforcement in response to residents’ concerns. SCC patrols are undertaken
by regulatory services and comprise of two officers.
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The patrols aim to advise on social distancing requirements, the PSPO prohibitions
and dangers of unsupervised open water swimming. People swimming have been
asked to leave the water by SCC officers. Many do follow this instruction but have
been witnessed returning to the water once patrols have moved on.
The patrols are in close contact with the CCTV control room so that coverage of key
areas can be requested immediately and facial stills of individuals can be obtained
for later identification.
Some residents have commented that they have seen the patrols in the area
however there is an expectation that those patrols should comprise of more officers
and provide a stronger stance in directing people away from the area.
Enforcement
As of the 29th of June 30 warning letters have been issued to people aged under 18.
All letters have been issued following identification via CCTV. Some individuals have
been identified as returning to the area to breach PSPO prohibitions. In these cases,
enforcement will be escalated to Acceptable Behaviour Meetings with parents,
Regulatory Services and Greater Manchester Police.
One Fixed Penalty notice has been issued to an adult who refused to cease
unauthorised swimming.
Physical Improvements
An assessment of the suitability of an audio announcement proposal has been
undertaken. This would enable speakers to be installed at key locations indicated in
Appendix 3. The speakers would be used to issue warning announcements. The
method of operation is that each would incorporate a mobile phone SIM and have a
mobile phone number. Anyone authorised can simply dial each loudspeaker and
issue announcements. This means it can be used by GMP, Enforcement Officers,
CCTV and SCLL organised events. The units are energy efficient and fault resistant
as the speakers only become amplified when a telephone is connected. The output is
adjustable and there will need to be some testing to ensure that they are fit for
purpose and customisable to their deployment, for example, lower volume near
residential property.
Anti climb paint has been reapplied at Detroit Bridge and this has deterred some
climbing to higher levels of the bridge however some determined individuals have still
managed to climb.
Environmental cleansing of areas where littering is a concern has been increased at
peak times.
Signage
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Warning signage is being upgraded at Detroit Bridge during week commencing 6th of
July. This signage is much clearer and will enable enforcement patrols to indicate
prohibited activities. An image of the new signage is indicated in Appendix 4.
A full renewal of PSPO prohibition signs is also underway.
Communications Plan
A dedicated communications plan has been produced for the Quays and several
actions have already been undertaken including;
-

Posters in local shops which young people may visit before going to the
waterside
Use of Mobile messaging boards at key entry points around the Quays, see
Appendix 5 for images of these
Use of advertising sites around the Quays to display bespoke water safety
messages.
Bespoke water safety messages with Quays specific imagery use across all
social media feeds, shared with partners and school networks.
Use of radio to reiterate key messages.
Press release detailing warning letters issued and water safety messages
Further press releases planned to document the issue of the first Fixed
Penalty notice and further warnings issued

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: Community Safety Strategy
EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Medium: - swimming in open water unless under official
supervision can be dangerous and thus why the council have put in place a PSPO to
deter this activity and promoted heavily the dangers of open water activity.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A in relation to this report, the PSPO had full
input from legal services

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A all current and additional activity
planned for the Quays is being met by existing Council and GMP budgets
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A
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HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: GMP, Place & People Directorates
CONTACT OFFICER:

Marie Shields / Jeanette Staley

TEL NO:

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: Ordsall
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Appendix 1 – Salford Quays Report to City Mayor 6th June 2020
1. Background
The Quays like many outdoors areas across GM and the UK are experiencing
increased numbers of visitors at this time. The Government is advocating use of
open spaces during the relaxation of lock down measures.
The Quays area typically experiences seasonal variations in levels of social
gatherings and associated antisocial behaviour. We know that during the summer
months, there is a trend whereby groups of individuals visit to engage in open water
swimming and climbing/jumping from bridges. Frequently, when large groups of
individuals gather and engage in this activity, it is the antisocial behaviour that
accompanies this activity that in turn impacts greatly upon the quality of life of
residents.
This year, during April and June, early warm weather and Covid 19 lockdown
measures have impacted greatly upon the number of people visiting the Quays. We
have seen an increased number of visitors to the area, notably higher than previous
years. We know this when considering the reports made by residents when
compared with previous years. Those reports have reflected the disturbance to
residents who are largely working from home at this time.
The area has attracted visitors from across Salford and from wider areas of Greater
Manchester including Atherton, Trafford and Manchester.
We have seen a large number of families visiting the area to enjoy the waterside
space appropriately. In contrast, the area has also attracted large groups of young
people and young adults who have descended on the area to swim in the water and
in many cases, dive from bridges and structures. It has been the conduct of and the
size of these groups that have been cause for concern for local residents, elected
members and partners. We know that there are seasonal trends of this type of
activity during summer school holidays therefore this is not a new issue however
when we compared number of reports and complaints made in previous years, it is
evident that there have been more visitors this year.
This report seeks to outline the current issues, challenges and measures in place to
address these issues. Some potential ideas for future consideration are also
included.
2. Issues
During April – June this year, many formal reports have been made to GMP, SCC,
Local Councillors, City Mayor, MP and GM Mayor.
The complaints relation to;


Large groups of young people congregating at Detroit Bridge and Mariners
Canal and the associated intimidation.
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Young people jumping from bridges across the area at Mariners Canal, Detroit
Bridge and Millennium Bridge. Young people are predominately involved in
this activity although adults have been identified also. There is a safeguarding
concern here due to the height of these structures and potential lack of depth
of the water beneath.
Lack of social distancing during the pandemic.
Antisocial behaviour associated with groups of young people has included,
littering, swearing, indecency, public urination.
Cannabis use.
Intimidation of the general public.
Parking pressures across the area due to the high number of visitors
Concerns about drug supply near to Millennium Bridge and in other areas
during early morning periods.
Displacement of Water Sports Centre equipment stored externally.
Noise

A separate meeting with the residents Committee of Salford Quays Community
Forum has been held recently and facilitated by the Neighbourhood Management
Team. The meeting was attended by GMP and Salford City Council. Concerns raised
at this meeting are reflected above. The Forum is stepping up their efforts to draw
attention to the issues and welcomed the opportunity to meet regularly with officers.
3. Reports
Data obtained from GMP below indicates the number of reported COVID breaches
and ASB reported for the F2L2 beat (The Quays) during the month of May.
Outdoor breaches refer to groups larger than 2 and include ASB when the specified
group is larger than 2, ASB incidents refer to groups of 2 or less causing ASB;


Total amount of Household breaches reported: 22



Total amount of Business breaches reported: 2



Total amount of outdoor breaches reported: 162



Total amount of ASB incidents reported: 6

To provide some context, when compared to ASB reports made during April – June
2018, 28 reports were made during that time. These can be broken down as 9
reports made in April, 8 reports made in May and 11 reports made in June, 11 in July
and 6 in August. Please note we have compared with 2018 due to a lack of access to
2019 data. Attached as an appendix to this is all crime and ASB recorded at the
quays between 2015 - 2018
The map below indicates the locations of the ASB/Covid distancing breaches at
Salford Quays during the period of the 21st of May and the 27th of May;
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During the particularly difficult weekend of the 28th – 31st of May, Police data
indicates that a total of 52 reports were made to GMP relating to the Quays area.
Key locations for the incidents were Mariners Canal (the footbridge over it) with 13
incidents (17% of the incident total), followed by The Quays with 13% of the volume,
likely to the area around the Lowry, with 5 logs referring specifically to Detroit Bridge.
Other locations mentioned were St Lawrence Quay, Erie Basin and Vancouver Quay.
There was a noticeable cross over on the reports in relation to reports of groups/ASB
and individuals accessing the water;


24 of the logs refer to groups of people in the area (31% of the demand)



10 logs refer to individuals in the water (13% of the demand)



9 logs related to complaints around ASB (11% of the demand)



9 logs related to individuals/groups on the Bridge/jumping off the bridge (11%
of the demand)

Combined these reports accounted for 63% of all the demand on the Quays over
recent days.
Other reports referred to off road bikes, crimes, drug taking, and laughing gas
primarily, and parties.
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The reports indicate that afternoons into the early evenings are the peak times for the
incidents with Friday and Saturdays having the highest amount of incidents reported.
The peak time for incidents being reported is between 1300 – 2300 with a sharp drop
between 1900-2000.
For outdoor breaches and ASB the highest amount is on Friday and Saturday, The
highest time of incidents being report is between 1300 – 2300 with a sharp drop
between 1900-2000.
During late April – early June, 25 complaints were made directly to the
Neighbourhood Management team and several were made directly to Regulatory
Services by residents of the Quays.
4. Challenges
The nature of the area poses several challenges when trying to manage the issues;












The area is attractive to visit, this is reflected in the number of individuals
congregating in groups. This during recent weeks has been described as
hundreds of individuals, particularly at Detroit Bridge.
The water is the main attraction to young people. Whilst other activities are
offered as a means of diverting attention, often those activities do not offer the
same excitement.
There is a generational issue amongst many families whereby the quays is a
place to visit in good weather and jumping from bridges is an acceptable
leisure activity and this is something that has always taken place. Some
families have commented, ‘this is what we have always done and what all of
my family have done.’
It could be considered that there are mixed messages at play in the area.
Authorised and safe swimming activities being offered by U Swim and Salford
Community Leisure whilst the Public Space Protection order described below
prohibits unauthorised swimming. There have been occasions where
individuals have been instructed to cease swimming and have cooperated but
were unaware of the prohibitions and difference between authorised and
unauthorised swimming.
The vast indefensible space means the area has many entries and exits and
this makes enforcement difficult. Often, enforcement patrols find themselves
chasing individuals around in a ‘cat and mouse’ type game. (map of whole
area attached as an appendix)
Individuals use the water as a means of defiance, jumping in when
approached by GMP officers and refusing to leave. Officers are then in a
position whereby they are waiting for these individuals to exit the water to
obtain details however this is not always possible due to the pressures and
demands across the area.
Recent observations also suggest that some individuals have an intention to
provoke a reaction and pursuit by GMP Officers. This is frustrating situation for
officers and it is recognised that this situation could escalate into confrontation
due to the numbers involved.
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Within the last fortnight, although an isolated incident, a GMP Officer was
injured as she was dragged by the wrist in an attempt to push her into the
water suggesting a lack of regard for patrols, police advice and consequences.
During a recent weekend, Youth Workers in the area described a change in
feeling amongst the groups of young people meeting in the area. They note a
feeling of tension between groups of young people from different parts of
Greater Manchester and some indication/feeling of possible racial tension on
occasion.
When youth workers have approached some groups, they have been faced
with some hostility on occasion. Consideration has been given to worker
safety on these occasions.

5. Enforcement Powers / Policies
Police enforcement of the social distancing requirements has followed the ‘4 E
approach’ of engage, explain, encourage, and ultimately enforce. GMP have
implemented this approach at the Quays to discourage groups congregating. A
challenge with this has been that groups move from one area to another within the
vast space of the Quays and resolution is difficult.
In addition to wider Antisocial Behaviour Legislation, the area benefits from a Public
Space Protection Order (PSPO).
The current PSPO was introduced during 2019 following consultation with community
members and partners. The current PSPO is applicable for three years and the
prohibitions are;





Jumping from, climbing upon or hanging from any bridge to which this
order applies or aiding, abetting, counselling or procuring such an act.
Except in case of emergency, removing, displacing or otherwise
interfering with any lifesaving equipment.
Depositing or throwing into or onto the water, any animal, or any large
object unrelated to water activities, including wheelie bins.
Unauthorized swimming.

Both GMP and SCC can enforce the PSPO.
Ultimately, fixed penalties can be issued ‘on the spot’ by both parties using a phone
based app, once individuals are spoken to and their details are obtained (only GMP
can compel a person to provide their name and address). If this is not possible the
partnership makes use of CCTV and information sharing to identify individuals, which
then results in retrospective action (warning letter, acceptable behaviour agreement,
fixed penalty notice)
6. Current Partnership Patrol Plans/Opportunities
The recent period of hot weather was unexpected and consequently the policing
response has been very reactive, with the Neighbourhood Police Team undertaking
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the majority of patrols. These on occasions have been supported from the Mounted
Police and Response teams.
Every day, during the hot spell and in duty time there has been between two and four
PCSOs patrolling the Quays, engaging with the community and directing CCTV to
breaches of the PSPO. The Neighbourhood Police Team Officer has assisted and
responded to crime and disorder issues.
Going forward, there will be three PCSOs on duty time and two additional PCSOs
covering the area on an overtime basis. These will patrol until 8pm in the evening
one of the PCSO’s will be with a stationary liveried police vehicle with two paired foot
patrols. As already stated, there main objective will be to engage with the community
and advise around the PSPO and linking in the CCTV. We are working with the
Police Divisional Commander to consider options for a Police presence after 8pm.
The Neighbourhood Police Team work a shift pattern. Shifts operated on a four day
rota basis. They also are not on shift on Bank Holidays when on good weather days,
we experience issues. These are issues we are raising with the Divisional
Commander.
The Police Officers will be the first point of call to react to low level crime and
disorder issues for example, ASB/drug offences / crim damage. If there is larger
scale disorder this will be managed by the daily bronze commander.
Use of a mobile police station will be deployed during periods of high demand, when
we know that good weather periods are expected and the area will be busy.
Salford City Council patrols
Ordinarily, Salford City Council Officers would accompany GMP to enable joint
patrols to take place. Both teams have powers to enforce the PSPO. Due to the
Covid lockdown, SCC patrols have not taken place recently however this will now
change and officers will accompany GMP personnel.
NSL Enforcement
NSL have previously been active in the area, enforcing littering breaches. It is
intended that they will provide a presence to assist with wider enforcement
opportunities. This will mean they are detracted from other areas of the city to assist
with the Quay.
Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue
GMFRS have offered a presence in the area at times, to provide education
messages. This has been on an ad hoc basis, when crews have had capacity.
Integrated Youth Support Services & Mancunian Way
Both of these teams have provided outreach patrols during afternoons and early
evenings, every Monday – Friday. The teams have engaged with groups of young
people, encouraged distancing and discussed the dangers of swimming / jumping
from bridges. Some of this advice has been adhered to but in the main, however on
some occasions the teams have been met with hostility. Due to concerns for worker
safety, the team are now focused upon Ordsall Park further to risk assessments
being carried to enable to team to return to the Quays.
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7. Enforcement Approach
Earlier in the year, partners agreed an enforcement approach that is described here.
This approach recognises that tackling the issues is a collective effort that requires
close coordination.
A designated single point of contact, either the Neighbourhood Manager or
Neighbourhood Inspector, will activate a daily patrol plan during periods of good
weather when breaches of the PSPO and other ASB related issues are expected.
This single point of contact will be provided by a representative from GMP, the
Neighbourhood Management Team or Regulatory Services.
These partners will also meet weekly to review demand and progress enforcement
action.
The patrol plan will comprise of joint patrols between GMP and Salford City Council
Regulatory Services teams. The patrols will observe activity, engage with individuals
to discourage certain behaviours and collect details from those breaching the PSPO
to enable enforcement action to be taken. The single point of contact will make
contact with CCTV control to ensure that coverage is monitored and recorded
appropriately, particularly around the areas of Detroit Bridge and Mariners Canal.
Patrols are undertaken at key times, following the pattern when we expect demand to
be high.
Patrols have direct contact with the CCTV control to ensure footage of
incidents/incidents are captured.
The initial approach for patrols is to educate on water safety messages and PSPO
prohibitions, discourage activity and divert young people to alternative activities.
Enforcement can be escalated should individuals continue to breach the PSPO.
In the case of individuals aged under 18 years, partners will initially seek to divert
those people to alternative activities and highlight the dangers of the activity.
Upon engagement, individual details will be requested to enable a warning letter to
be issued. Alternatively, identification will take place using CCTV footage and
assistance from Community Safety Referral team partners, schools and colleges.
Warning letters can then be issued.
The warning letter will be hand delivered by GMP or Regulatory Services to the
parent/carer of the individual within 7 days of identification at the Quays. The letter
seeks to notify the parent of the risk of enforcement escalation, safeguarding
concerns and details of how support can be provided to the young person, for
example through referral to IYSS or wider alternative activity. Recently, where pupils
have been identified by schools, they have also contributed by contacting parents to
explain the safeguarding concerns and water safety dangers.
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Housing providers will be notified where residents are identified linked to specific
addresses to enable further warnings and safeguarding to take place.
If the individual is identified on further occasions, the Community Safety Referral
team partnership will be utilised to facilitate further action such as Acceptable
Behaviour Agreement meetings will be arranged between Regulatory Service, Youth
Justice Service and GMP. Fixed Penalties will be issued as a next step when
Acceptable Behaviour Agreements have been breached.
In the case of those aged over 18 years, we would seek to issue a fixed penalty
notice.
Regulatory Services and GMP will maintain a record of warnings issued and wider
action taken to ensure that behaviour can be monitored and action escalated if need
be. This will assist in prompting a reminder warnings, pre summer 2021, to all of
those identified this year.
Detached youth workers will assist in providing an additional presence to speak to
groups of young people, promote wider activities and discourage risky behaviour.
8. Current Enforcement Position
As of the 28th of May, we have issued 17 warning letters to people identified at the
Quays either jumping from structures and/or swimming in an unauthorised manner.
These individuals have been aged 12 and 17 years of age.
Several were identified as being pupils of the Oasis Academy, subsequently the
school has assisted in contacting parents to reiterate the safeguarding and social
distancing concerns at this time. The school is also sharing Safe for summer
campaign messages focused upon water safety via texts and newsletters to parents.
Walkden High are assisting in a similar manner as some pupils have been identified
in the area and other schools are being approached to support a similar proactive
stance.
Some individuals have been identified from the Atherton area. These have also been
identified as being pupils of Fred Longworthy High School. Consequently the
Neighbourhood Manager has contacted the Head Teacher and Safeguarding leads
to enable contact to me made with parents and safeguarding messages to be
shared.
Further to incident whereby attempts were made to push a police officer into the
water, an arrest of that individual took place immediately. Charges and a three month
prison sentence issued. As individual was witnessed as swimming in an unauthorised
manner, a fixed penalty notice will be issued.
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It is also positive to note that we have not seen any further issues with vandalism to
the life saving equipment, either original equipment or newly introduced tamper proof
equipment.
9. CCTV
CCTV is proving to be a valuable tool due to the vast nature of the area.
During 2019, the quality and coverage of CCTV was upgraded at key locations such
as Mariners Canal, at the Water Sports Centre and Detroit Bridge. We also have
strong partnership links with the Lowry Theatre, Peel Media and BUPA to enable
shared use of wider CCTV. Overall, the Quays has a much improved range and
quality of CCTV that is currently assisting greatly in the identification of individuals.
Close communication with the CCTV operatives between GMP, the Neighbourhood
Management team and Regulatory Services is key in ensuring prompt sharing of
images for identification purposes and follow up enforcement action. During periods
of warm weather the Neighbourhood Manager has requested that CCTV operatives
prioritise the Quays and ensure that clear facial stills are obtained as far possible.
This system has worked well in recent weeks but the proactive review and sharing of
clear facial images is key in ensuring prompt identification of individuals so that
enforcement can be pursued.
10. Signage
New signage was introduced during 2019 to reflect the new PSPO prohibitions. This
signage is located across the Quays but there is a need for more. Additional signage
needs to be introduced at Detroit and Mariners canal bridges this month, further to
requests from GMP and elected members.
GMP and residents have expressed concern recently about the lack of simple, visible
and clear signage at Detroit Bridge.
The use of mobile traffic management signs has also been agreed with GMP.
11. Bridges/Structures
Detroit Bridge is owned and manged by Salford City Council, located at Dock 9 is a
major attraction to young people and some adults. There have been several incidents
were climbers have scaled the top level of the bridge and jumped into the water
below. This is particularly risky given that low depth of the water.
The lower structures along Mariners Canal are frequented by jumpers also. These
are also owned and managed by Salford City Council.
Most recently, we have seen individuals climbing to the top of Millennium Bridge
located near to Media City. This is owned and managed by Salford City Council. This
is not typically a bridge that is noted as being a popular attraction however this may
gain momentum going forward as a new challenge to some.
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All bridges within the area will now be fully risk assessed and options to apply anti
climb measures considered.
A recent review of all bridge structures that pass over a main or regulated
watercourse, tributary, canal and within the Salford Quay’s various basins has
recently been completed.
There are long term solutions and short term ‘quick fixes’ that can be applied
to minimise safety risks.
Deterrents & Possible Actions
Following a review of all the structures, the following points have been suggested
as potential measures that may be used to help prevent people diving from bridges
into the watercourse.
Long Term Solutions – ‘Fixed Deterrents’:
 Physical measures, such as:
 Add mesh to horizontal bars on parapet infills
 Raise parapet heights
 Add sheet steel or glazing to a height to make climbing difficult
 Add enclosures over at-risk bridges
 Chevaux de fraise (barriers on bridge members)
 Anti-climb paint
 Signs, such as:
 No swimming
 No diving
 No climbing
 Close bridges in warm weather
 CCTV linked to control room with voice warning systems
 Additional rangers/wardens/police to enforce regulations
 Penalty notices with fines/charges listed
 Reduce the overall number of bridges over watercourses
 Remove/replace the most at risk bridges
 Educational sessions in schools to ensure youths understand the risks
 Make a managed and safe feature for people to dive off on Salford Quays
 Permanent warning signs attached to bridges in clear easily visible locations
Short Term Solutions - ‘Quick Fixes’:
 Anti-climb paint
This report concluded that only a few of the ‘physical measures’ are practical and
most of these would be difficult to achieve in an aesthetically pleasing way. It may
be prudent to push for the lesser structural solutions, such as fining people and
regulating the structures, however this will require consultations with the police,
wardens and park rangers as appropriate.
Any long-term solution would need to be scheduled and completed over a period to
be determined, however these timescales are over years and are not a quick fix.
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Note that any deterrents and possible actions will be dependent on construction
type and geometric limitations, this must be reviewed on a case by case basis.
In the short-term, it may be prudent to complete more simple fixes as described
above, we have approached contractors who are willing to complete the works and
are able to mobilise at short notice. We consider any works that are needed at
short notice should be procured via Highway Services making direct appointments
with the sub-contractors.
National standards do not account for people intentionally misusing bridges,
however determined people aiming to jump from bridges are likely to find a way to
do this, no matter how many deterrents are in place. On a similar trend, there was
a National Study undertaken in relation to suicide prevention on bridges, the
conclusion of this was that incorporating signage on at-risk structures was
considered the most appropriate way to deter the individual. This was done by
adding a number for ‘The Samaritans Helpline’ or similar organisations, the only
other option as a result of this study was to take no action.
Suggestions have been made to close bridges during periods of warm weather,
however this is not considered to be a practical or effective solution, as any
temporary blockages that may be erected are generally easily circumnavigated by
people with the intent of passing, especially when the diversions routes are long.
Not to mention that many main links across the rivers will be blocked limiting the
free movement of people and as the Local Authority, we have the statute duty to
maintain these links.
Recommendations
The recommendations highlighted below are intended to be completed with
immediate effect in response to the subject issue:
 Permanent warning signs are attached to all Salford City Council bridges, all
signs to be bespoke designed in accordance with guidance set out in the
Department for Transports ‘Traffic Signs Manual’, bespoke standard detail to
be developed specifically for bridges in Salford.
 Anti-climb paint is to be applied to the following structures:
 401 - Detroit Bridge
 481 - Lowry Footbridge (Millennium Bridge)
These have been identified as at risk structures, which are similar in the type
of construction and easier to climb. Application of Anti-climb paint on these
structures can be effective, however this deterrent is not appropriate for all
structures as the paint needs to be applied above shoulder height to stop
climbing, anything below may cause accidental contact with passing
pedestrians clothing ruining it and resulting in potential claims.
 Closures of roads and bridges has been considered and ruled out at this stage
as this will not only require larger diversions, but the temporary physical
barriers will be insufficient to stop keen members of public. We have to
consider, in the case of the Quays, people will jump from the waterside and
will be undeterred by bridge closures.
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12. Current Youth Engagement Offer
Youth outreach
Youth outreach workers are delivering detached engagement every afternoon and
evening of the week. This is delivered by IYSS and Mancunian Way. The
engagement aims to encourage social distancing and deter from involvement in
antisocial activities.
Detached outreach activity via Integrated Youth Support Services and Mancunian
Way are currently being delivered. There is outreach taking place every weekday
afternoon/early evening and this has been beneficial in reminding groups of social
distancing requirements and dangers of open water swimming.
Water sports Centre
The water sports centre was due to reopen week commencing the 8th of June
however due to the additional preparation required to rectify the displacement of
equipment and further security of such, this has been delayed slightly and a timetable
will be shared in due course. The largest wake park obstacle has moved to dock 9
and boats stored outside have been displaced.
The water sports team, have intentions to reopen on a limited basis whilst adhering
to distancing rules. Staffing would be limited and the intention is to use Dock 8 only,
immediately adjacent to the centre. Some supervised water based activity will be
offered by the team however there are concerns that this will be impacted by large
numbers of people swimming in Mariners canal.
The proposed reopening is intended to operate Tuesday-Sunday 10am – 9pm and
weekends 10-4pm, final timetable to be confirmed.
Post Lockdown Youth Offer
Pre Covid 19 lockdown, a full programme of youth activity was in the process of
being finalised. These included;








Free supervised water based activity delivered from the water sports centre. In
addition to the usual offer, an additional 44 supervised water activity sessions
are planned to take place during July and August. These will be provided free
of charge but require a simple consent form completed. No booking is required
for these, the intention is that they are easy and quick to join.
A water sports leaders programme for young people
Activities offered by the Lowry Theatre
Full holiday activity programme delivered by Salford Community Leisure at the
Oasis Academy
Support from Foundation 92 to deliver new evening and weekend sport activity
and local parks.
Water safety event
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The majority of these activities are currently on hold however the imminent reopening
of the Water sports Centre is positive and will provide supervised and safe water
based activity, whilst manging distancing requirements.
It is recognised that as the water is the attraction and partners feel that a designated
area for authorised swim that does not involved.
Attached as appendices to this report are 2 action plans which contain our full
actions, 1 plan was drawn up for a “normal” summer at the Quays and one was
drawn up for a “COVID19” summer at the Quays
13. Communications
A full communications plan is being finalised for the Quays and will take a three
pronged approached to communicate with;
 The general public/visitors
 Residents
 Specific groups
Water safety messages, full details of the Safe for summer campaign and wider
warnings. These messages will be adapted for application at the Quays and will
make use of;






All social media avenues amongst partners
Use traffic arches and traffic management signs at entrances to the Quays
Metrolink to reiterate messages on the tram system
Use of Media City screen
Awareness raising amongst Community Safety Referral Team partners and
schools

As with previous years, a communications plan is in place for the Quays including
use of social media and media channels. Key messages to prioritise are;




Safe for summer, water safety campaign
Reminder of PSPO, prohibitions and enforcement action
Safe and authorised opportunities to participate in organised swimming
activity.

School networks are key vehicles whereby to promote messages and direct
discussions with parents where individuals are identified.
The Neighbourhood Manager and Neighbourhood Inspector provide briefings to
Ordsall elected members via the weekly Neighbourhood Resilience Forum.
Contact has also been made with residents who are concerned about issues in the
area or have actively made complaints to the City Mayor or via the complaints
process.
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A meeting with the Salford Quays Community Forum Committee has taken place, as
a means of communicating the enforcement plan and listening to residents’ concerns
going forwards. There is an opportunity to communicate progress/ key messages via
the extensive membership list of the forum.
Direct communication with residents has taken place on a daily basis in recently
weeks via email and phone.
An outline communications plan and social media messaging is attached as an
appendix
14. Environmental Management
Amongst the complaints raised, residents have raised concern about the street
cleansing required, particularly at Mariners Canal. Weekly clean ups of these areas.
Litter bins are emptied daily.
Support is being provided to a number of proactive Street Champions who are active
in the area.
The significant increase in litter, both in bins and sadly deposited on the floor at the
Quays has resulted in more of our bins being emptied on a daily basis (7 days per
week), with the emptying service taking place early in the mornings. We have also
supported the litter bin service, with an increased mechanical road and pathway
sweeping, which again have been operating 7 days per week. Where we have
received reports of littering during the day we have also deployed staff to cleanse.
At the Quays not all land and waterways are owned and therefore not maintained by
the Council, but between ourselves and Peel, arrangements are in place to clean
their respective areas, when build ups occur. The area in front of the Helly Hansen
Water sport Centre is a known spot for the litter/debris to gather, and our colleagues
within our Highways service make arrangements to clean this specific waterway.
In summary, we have increased our litter bin emptying service during lockdown at
key locations on the Quays and partnership work continues to address littering
issues.
15. TFGM – Travel Safe
It is recognised that some of the anti social behaviour is caused by young people not
from the immediate area and travel from other areas of Greater Manchester. TFGM
have committed to using their travel safe resources on the Metrolink at the quays to
tackle fare evaders on this route.
16. Immediate priorities
Some ‘quick win’s’ at the Quays include;


Improved signage
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Regularly liaison and sharing of information via the Salford Quays Community
Forum
Publicity to indicate enforcement successes
Visible foot patrols
Proactive parking enforcement
Implementation of the recommendations of the bridges / structures section
Use of VMS temporary digital signage on all entrance to the Quays to remind
of the PSPO and social distancing requirement
Use of a public address system specifically on the bridges, informing people of
the PSPO prohibitions. (subject to a successful site survey, we believe this
can be implemented quite quickly – site survey scheduled for w/c08/06/2020)
reinstatement of full multi agency patrols including ensuring patrols are in
place before the large gatherings occur
implementation of all of those actions in the communications plan

17. Other options to consider


Consider use of a dedicated CCTV drone.



Consider the Bridges / Structures report further in particular the temporary anti
climb physical structures



A dedicated area to enable open and supervised swimming.



Consistency with communications messages across all partners, including
Peel and TFGM.



Dep GM Mayor and GMP Early Response Cells and additional resources for
GM hotspots
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Salford Quays Action plan – COVID 19
Action

Lead Agency/Officer Deadline

Progress

GMP to lead patrols

Isolated incidents at
the quays reported to
date. Reviewing daily.

ENFORCEMENT : COVID 19 Compliance
Patrols undertaken during key times of high demand when gatherings and
noncompliance is reported. Neighbourhood Management and GMP to monitor
community feedback and mobilise patrols to priority areas as required.

Ongoing

4 Step escalation process followed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Engage
Explain
Encourage
Enforce (last resort)

GMP patrol in key areas delivering distancing advice (1-3).
Partners assisting with patrols are NSL and IYSS. Both offering support, advice and
guidance (steps 1-3). Hotspot areas guided by NMT and GMP.

NSL & IYSS
Ongoing

GMP enforce 4.

Under 18
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Action

Lead Agency/Officer Deadline

Progress

Follow identification and CSRT process – ABA, Warning, tenancy warning as deemed GMP with wider
appropriate by CSRT partnership. Offer virtual youth engagement – IYSS,
CSRT partnership
Connexions wider partners.
Over 18



Where someone is believed to have committed an offence under these
regulations and is 18 or over, you may issue them with a fine for £60 payable
within 28 days.
This is reduced to £30 if paid within 14 days. Court proceedings may be
brought in cases of non-payment. If a person commits an offence for the
second occasion the penalty increases to £120. The penalty will double for
each subsequent issue (this is capped at £960).

GMP

ENFORCEMENT: Public Space Protection Order (PSPO)
Noncompliance with PSPO regulations monitored and enforcement patrols
undertaken during key times.
Outreach, advice/guidance offered initially as with COVID approach.
PSPO Prohibitions:
1.

Jumping from, climbing upon or hanging from any bridge to which this Order
applies or aiding, abetting, counselling or procuring such an act etc.

2.

Except in case of emergency, removing, displacing or otherwise interfering

Regulatory Services
Salford City Council

Signage has been
replaced reflecting
new prohibitions and
format of signs to be
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Action

Lead Agency/Officer Deadline

with any lifesaving equipment
3.

Progress
amended to ensure
clarity and visibility.

Depositing or throwing into or onto the water, any animal or any large object
unrelated to water activities, including wheelie bins.
Unauthorised swimming

4.

Under 18
Follow identification and CSRT process – ABA, Warning, tenancy warning as deemed GMP/NMT via CSRT
appropriate by CSRT partnership. Offer virtual youth engagement. CSRT partnership partnership
to monitor individuals.
Over 18
Fixed penalty notices can be issued on site by SCC, NSL and GMP.

SCC Regulatory
Services and GMP

CCTV to assist with
identification process

NMT / GMP with
CCTV Control Room

CCTV control room to
prioritise the Quays at
times of high
demand.

CCTV
Definitive map of CCTV on the Quays devised including provision manged by:
 Salford City Council
 Peel
 BUPA
 Lowry Outlet Mall
 Lowry theatre
New CCTV provision introduced at the following locations by SCC;
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Action




Lead Agency/Officer Deadline

Progress
Water Sports Centre
CCTV outstanding
subject to funding bid.

Broadway – providing a view of Dock 9, Detroit Bridge, and the waterside and
public realm space outside of the Lowry Theatre.
Mariners Canal – providing a view of waterside and bridges
Water Sports centre – entrance and outside space

Communications
Revisit Communications around PSPO pre summer 2020;
 Prohibitions and enforcement
 Water safety messages
 Reporting mechanisms

NMT to coordinate

Water safety week
w/c 20th April. Key
messages shared.
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Salford Quays Action Plan

Action
1.

Lead Agency/Officer Deadline

Public Space Protection Order (PSPO)

Proposed prohibitions for new PSPO (2019 – 2022)

Ongoing
Neil Smith SCC

1.

Jumping from, climbing upon or hanging from any bridge to which this Order
applies or aiding, abetting, counselling or procuring such an act etc.

2.

Except in case of emergency, removing, displacing or otherwise interfering
with any lifesaving equipment

3.

Depositing or throwing into or onto the water, any animal or any large object
unrelated to water activities, including wheelie bins.

4.

Progress

Signage has been
replaced reflecting new
prohibitions and format
of signs to be amended
to ensure clarity and
visibility.

Unauthorised swimming

2. Enforcement
Site visits by enforcement officers to be undertaken at key times to identify those
involved in antisocial behaviour.
Flow chart of approach required.

SCC regulatory
services and NSL
enforcement team

As
required

NSL are contracted to
deliver environmental
enforcement however
they can enforce PSPO
prohibition, depending
on staffing levels at the
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Action

Lead Agency/Officer Deadline

Progress
time.
For information NSL are
now in the
Environmental Services
Directorate.

3.

Community Safety Referral Team (CSRT)

Referrals to Community Safety Referral Team to follow (CSRT) and appropriate
action agreed by partners. Individuals identified referred to Community Safety
Referral Team for further intervention to be agreed across the local partnership.
Partners to share details of those identified with the Neighbourhood Manager.
Acceptable Behaviour Agreement meetings and tenancy warnings to be issued
accordingly. Enforcement of PSPO can be pursued if individuals are 16 years +.

Neighbourhood Team Ongoing
– Marie Shields

Names of individuals
identified to be referred
promptly to ensure that
partnership action is
agreed.
The process needs to
be more responsive
once individuals have
been identified as
previous year process
was too long.
Action – Discussions
with John Laycock to
discuss moving the
process on quicker.

GMP to contact Trafford police to discuss sharing names of individuals from both
areas causing ASB at the Quays in view of taking appropriate action.
4. Signage and Life Saving Equipment

GMP/Trafford GMP
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Action

Lead Agency/Officer Deadline

Ensure relevant warning signage for PSPO in place and replacements arrange as
needed.

SCC Civil
Enforcement team –
Malcolm Coppock

Completed. Signage has been
replaced.

Urban Vision – Dave
Lyon

Daily
inspection

Lifesaving aids to be subject to daily inspection
5.

Progress

Dock 9 lifesaving aids
are the property of Peel
Holdings.

Vehicle Access Prevention

Crime Prevention Survey carried out to include off prevent of vehicular access at
Detroit Bridge, off road bike prevention measures and bridge safety.

Fiona James, GMP

Completed.

Urban Vision – Dave
Lyon/Peter O’Hara

Suggestion to close off
Detroit Bridge with
gates.

Recommendations were;






6.

Planned CCTV installation will assist in monitoring behaviour and use of
motorbikes.
Any successful prosecutions to be published within the community to
deter future offenders.
Preventing access to Detroit Bridge by motorbike is extremely difficult while
complying with legislation. However it may be possible for strategically placed
bollards to be placed at either end of the bridge, to slow down motorbikes,
reducing the risk of injury to pedestrians.
Regarding the access used by a car recently onto the Quays pedestrian area,
information shared with Counter Terrorism Security Advisor for Salford to
establish whether any further measures can be implemented.

Peter O’Hara, SCC, is
looking at measures for
Detroit Bridge to deter
off road vehicles.

Police Patrols
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Action

Lead Agency/Officer Deadline

Progress

Police patrols at key times during periods of high risk of ASB.

GMP/SCC

GMP to respond as and
when ASB occurs, staff
depending.

Agreed partnership arrangement with SCC civil enforcement to ensure patrols around
GMP shift patterns.
7.

CCTV

Definitive map of CCTV on the Quays to be devised.

SCC

New CCTV provision introduced at the following locations by SCC;




Broadway – providing a view of Dock 9, Detroit Bridge, and the waterside and
public realm space outside of the Lowry Theatre.
Mariners Canal – providing a view of waterside and bridges
Water Sports centre – entrance and outside space

SCC NM Team –
Marie Shields

SCC NM team –
Marie Shields

Definitive CCTV
coverage map to be
obtained by David
Rhodes.
New CCTV has been
installed
On hot days CCTV
control room to prioritise
the Quays CCTV.
Watersports Centre
CCTV to be upgraded
shortly.

Discussion with Metrolink re sharing of CCTV and strengthen links with travel safe
officers to ensure shared water safety messages.
8.

Ongoing

Anti Climbing Measures

Safety concerns relating to climbing at Detroit bridge and smaller bridges at Mariners

UV- Dave Lyon

Anti-vandal paint to be
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Action

Lead Agency/Officer Deadline

Canal. Clear Perspex was suggested and it is visually pleasing and does not obstruct
the view. Planning permission needs to be sought for Detroit Bridge as this is a listed
bridge.

renewed at Detroit
Bridge.
UV - Dave Lyon

Investigate installing a slopping/angled mental/wooden piece of material to be placed
on the bridge ledge so anyone wishing to jump into the water would find this hard to
grip with their feet.

9.

Progress

Look at lamps near
Detroit Bridge to see if
there can be any
preventative measures
to deter climbing.

Water Safety / Publicity Messages

Collective sharing of publicity of safe swimming options through social media,
partners, schools etc.

NMT- Marie Shields
share with wider
partnership/schools
etc.

The Swim Safe scheme delivered by SCL from the Watersports centre
SCL

All partners to include the message about dangers of swimming in Quays in their
publicity – using the Safe 4 Summer brand. (Twitter and Facebook)

The Swim Safe will be
running this Summer,
sessions below.
Sessions are free,
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday through the
summer holidays.
14/06/20 event to be
organised by SCL to
coincide with the
Chinese Festival at
Dock 9.

SCC NMTeam and
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Action

Lead Agency/Officer Deadline

Progress

Civil Enforcement
All schools in Salford to receive a letter regarding water safety/swimming in the
Quays. SCL newsletter to publish letter in their newsletter.
10.

SCC/SCL

Youth Outreach/Engagement

Integrated Youth Support Services continue to undertake outreach work at the
Quays.

IYSS – Danny
Mulvihill

IYSS Ordsall Presence:
Wednesdays and
Fridays (6-9pm) - TBC

Mancunian Way (independent youth provider) funded through Standing Together to
deliver a programme of outreach across Ordsall.

Mancunian Way –
Nick Buckley

To be confirmed if MW
will provide assistance
with the Quays during
the summer months,
complementing the
IYSS patrols.
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photograph indicating the scale of the gathering at Dock 8 on Thursday 25th of
June
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Location of public announcement system
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Image of new signage

010058-SCC-SGN-XX
-STD-S-0001.pdf

Appendix 5 - VMS Signage Images
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Quays Map

Quays OS
photography.pdf
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Safe4summer and Salford Quays outline draft communications plan
Background
Issues of young people and some adults jumping from bridges and the areas around,
the water basins at Salford Quays combined with ASB around the area from young
people and adults (large gatherings breaching COVID19 social distancing
regulations, BBQs, drug misuse, alcohol in open spaces).
Research shows that while some young people are from Salford, others have
travelled from Chorlton, Whalley Range, Trafford and Atherton to congregate at the
Quays.
Similar issues in open waterside spaces around the city – mostly young people.
Secondary schools may not re-open before the school summer holidays
Non comms actions being taken/considered
Increased police presence in the area
Resumption of council patrols
Proactive parking enforcement
Use of CCTV to identify offenders. The agreed enforcement approach between the
council and GMP is that GMP follow up those identified with a letter to parents hand
delivered to their home. It includes an offer to engage with youth activities in the
area. If the offence is repeated acceptable behaviour contracts will be used. Over
18s are given fixed penalty notices.
Improved, clear signage at key entry points and on bridges
Offer of free, open swimming sessions at Watersports centre – depends on funding
Creating a dedicated area for safe, supervised swimming – depends on funding
Youth service active in the area
Foundation 92, run by Salford City FC, has approached council to offer extra
outreach to complement the youth service work.
Regular meetings with Salford Community Forum, which now has 1000 members;
residents appreciate the council is trying to take action and is keen to work with them
to mitigate the problem
Working with businesses: The Lowry, the Lowry Outlet and Peel on how to pool
resources and work together)
Public address system so Council CCTV control room can broadcast to people on
site is being considered
Use of CCTV drone being considered
Anti vandal paint has been applied to Detroit Bridge and the Millennium Bridge at the
Quays plus two other bridges across the River Irwell
Risks
 Safety - cold water shock which can be fatal especially exacerbated by
alcohol and injury jumping from structures at height
 Resident complaints re the noise and nuisance and feeling intimidated
 Large gatherings potentially spreading COVID19
Aims





Raise awareness of dangers of open water and jumping from bridges
Raise awareness of PSPO penalties at Salford Quays – FPNs
Raise awareness on prohibitions re street drinking
Raise awareness of actions being taken
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Audiences
 Young people causing nuisance
 Parents of young people gathering
 Adults causing nuisance
 Residents
 Stakeholders
Channels
Internal comms
Council

Contacts
Councillors

Schools

Partners – eg NHS,
housing

Quays partners – The
Lowry Outlet
Peel
Local businesses

Reminder to
staff who are
parents to
advise teens
about dangers
of open water
swimming; ask
them to share
messages

done

Ask them to
share water
safety
messages via
their social
media
Messages to
parents via
schools;
particularly
specific
schools (e.g.
Oasis
Academy)
Ask them to
share
messages to
staff as above
and on their
channels –
particularly
Pendleton
Together with
housing
nearby
Identify any
comms
opportunities
such as signs,

done

Daily email is
sent to
schools;
content
approved by
Cathy
Starbuck

Done (also included
raves)

done

Marie Shields
Neighbourhood manager
has contacted; we are
doing posters to share
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Salford Lads Club

Salford Youth Council
and young mayor/MP

Salford youth service

Partner councils

Life in Salford
Life in Salford

social media.
Contact the
club and ask
them to share
messages if
possible
Ask them to
support the
safe Salford
message and
highlight the
dangers –
video, social
media
Share
messages
online and via
virtual youth
club and other
contacts;

Youth Council to create
messages – have sent
water safety and Quays
messages-waiting for
their response. Have
chased up
Done – have asked if
there is more we can do

Provide any
information
needed to
support
outreach work
in areas
Contact
Trafford,
Manchester
and Wigan re
targeted
comms to their
residents
Message in
digital edition

Feature in
August issue
on keeping the
Quays safe
Social media
Salford City Council
Twitter

Neighbourhood manager
has contacted

Water safety
messages
Successful
enforcement

Done; Trafford and
Wigan sharing

From June 8;
magazine also
promoted on
social media
August issue
deadline July
10 for copy

Done

Salfordised
water
message;
generic open

Safe4Summer
scheduled until end of
August
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Positive stories
about the
Quays
Use of short
social media
video clips
Salford City Council
Facebook

water image
replaced with
recognisable
Salford Quays
image for
Twitter and
Facebook

Water safety
messages
Successful
enforcement
Positive stories
about the
Quays
Use of short
social media
video clips
Boosted and
targeted ad
campaign

Use social media to
promote safe
swimming/opportunities
at Watersports Centre
when it re-opens
City Mayor Twitter
CM appeal for
parents to be
aware of
safety
Neighbourhood
Ask to share
managers social media water safety
messages
Successful
enforcement

Safe4Summer
scheduled – as above

Small cost

Not yet done – content?

£300 to target
parents of 1317 year olds

Budget agreed; will ask
Dave Bird to progress

Done by SCL

Done

Done

Done

Positive stories
about the
Quays
Use of short
social media
video clips
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Mainstream media
Press releases to local
media with link

Success of
enforcement
post recent hot
weather
Press release
on first adult
fixed penalty
notice

Done

Waiting for notice to be
served

Use of
technology to
help monitor
the area
Signage
Digital signs

Messages on
11 large digital
screens for
two weeks
central Salford
including the
M602 arch.

From June 15;
can be
repeated if
necessary

Done
Safe4summer
Social distancing

;
Advertising
messages on
screen at
MediaCityUK

Done

Variable
message signs Cost
(VMS) to be
deployed
flexibly in hot
weather

New signage

New signs at
key entry
points and on
bridges

Renewal of

Costs for all

In place from June 25 for
four weeks. Message
had to be broken down
to: Stay out of open
water unless
professionally
supervised/enjoy Salford
outdoor spaces
safely/safe4summer.com
These follow bridge
review. Quays being
prioritised. John Hegarty
dealing with it

Done; will be up by end
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PSPO signs
and drink
prohibition
signs in area

of the month

£13 per A4 board (online
price for guidance) No
decision made on use

Correx signs
for railings at
sites where
key message
points can’t be
identified
Posters in
local shops
which young
people may
visit before
going to
waterside
Advertising
Paid for advertising

Video content

Marie Shields can get
them put them up – in
progress

Outdoor
Cost
advertising
opportunities
to be identified
around Salford
Quays
Metrolink stops

£2000 for two weeks –
14 locations around
Quays. Jeanette has
approved. Booking in
progress; artwork in
progress to be submitted
by July 3.

Video content
with GMFRS
or RNLI Swim
safe via SCL

GMFRS are doing video
with Becky Ramsay July
2. Have sent image of
Quays and asked them
to include reference to
Quays in that.

Cost

Social media messages
Water safety messages
It is never worth it for a dip. Every year people get into trouble in rivers, canals and
open water. If there is no lifeguard, that means no swimming #BeWaterAware
#Safe4Summer
It may be getting warmer but our rivers, canals, lakes and Salford Quays are
dangerously cold. Never jump into or swim in open water #BeWaterAware
#Safe4Summer
Stay out of the water. Cold water shock kills even the strongest of swimmers. Please
join organised events #BeWaterAware #Safe4Summer
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Enjoy the outdoors safely and NEVER jump into open water. There are hidden
dangers beneath the surface. Protect yourself and others who may try and help
#BeWaterAware #Safe4Summer
Parents please teach your children about the dangers of swimming in rivers, canals
or basins at Salford Quays and visit https://www.manchesterfire.gov.uk/stayingsafe/what-we-do/seasonal-safety/water-safety-advice/ #Safe4Summer
Social distancing messages
Stay at home as much as possible
If you spend time outdoors only meet in groups of up to six people.
Keep 2 metres apart from anyone you do not live with
Evaluate
Social media statistics and feedback from residents
Review after next hot weather period and amend approach
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